Desynchronized vasomotion and desynchronized fiber activation pattern enhance oxygenation in a model of skeletal muscle.
Although the full physiological significance of vasomotion is still debated, it is generally thought to have a role in optimizing tissue oxygenation parameters. We study the effect of vasomotion rhythm in skeletal muscle on oxygen transport using a computational model. The model is used: (i) to test a novel hypothesis that "vasomotors" form a chemical network in which the rhythm adapts to meet oxygen demand in skeletal muscle and (ii) to study the contribution of desynchronized/chaotic vasomotion in optimizing oxygen delivery to skeletal muscle. We formulate a 2D grid model of skeletal muscle consisting of an interleaved arrangement of vessels and muscle fibers fired by a motor neuronal network. The vasomotors too form a network interacting by chemical means. When positive (negative) synapses dominate, the neuronal network exhibits synchronized (desynchronized) activity. Similarly, when positive (negative) chemical interactions dominate, the vessels exhibit synchronized (desynchronized) activity. Optimal oxygenation is observed when both neuronal network and vasomotor network exhibit desynchronous activity. Muscle oxygenation is thought to result by interactions between the fiber/neuron network and the vessel network; optimal oxygenation depends on precise rhythm-related conditions on the two networks. The model provides interesting insights into the phenomenon of muscle fatigue.